Lawn Care and Landscaping Crew Leader

MJR Landscape is a fast growing, family owned landscape management contractor headquartered in Grand Rapids, MI. We are looking for dedicated and detail oriented individuals to help us attain our mission of being "the highest quality and most reliable landscape provider in West Michigan."

The Crew Leader will be the go-to person for all jobs and tasks in the field. Primary tasks will be operating a full-time mowing route Monday-Thursday and also working on projects on Friday or Saturday.

In order to be the best, we only hire the best. We offer competitive compensation packages with tremendous opportunities for growth.

**Duties are as follows:**
- Operate a full-time mowing route
- Operate numerous truck and trailer combinations, and become familiar with each piece of equipment
- Perform regular, light routine maintenance
- Work with clients and other team members
- Leaf removal and fall cleanup
- On-call during the winter months for snowplowing, shoveling, snowblowing, or salting

**Requirements:**
- Requires 3 years of commercial mowing and landscaping experience
- Valid Chauffeur's license or CDL - Clean driving record is a must
- Must have a strong work ethic
- Be familiar with different types of commercial mowing equipment
- Be punctual, reliable, and dependable
- Must operate safely, produce high quality work, and remain efficient at all times
- Have reliable transportation to and from work
- An aptitude for general mechanical equipment is a big plus
- Must be professional and respectful at all times to customers and coworkers
- Take great care in ensuring the proper operation and maintenance of all equipment

**Compensation:**
$13-16/hr DOE